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I chose Connect because...
“I believe in the adaptive learning nature of LearnSmart®. It allows students to develop their meta-cognitive skills while learning the key course concepts. I also have a very large online student population and this tool supports students as they are independently learning content in a more effective and engaging way rather than merely reading the book.”

My experience using Connect was...
“positive and rewarding because it enhanced my teaching. I now know that students are learning the basic materials through Connect so that when they come to lecture/class, we can work on the application of their new knowledge.”

Connect made me happy because...
“students are empowered to take ownership of their learning. The beauty of Connect is the responsiveness to each student’s knowledge and abilities.”

Connect helped me improve my course by...
“providing a means for students to pace their own learning. It gives the responsibility for learning back to the students.”

Because learning changes everything.